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ABSTRACT
We present radio observations of the Moon between 35 and 80 MHz to demonstrate a novel
technique of interferometrically measuring large-scale diffuse emission extending far beyond
the primary beam (global signal) for the first time. In particular, we show that (i) the Moon
appears as a negative-flux source at frequencies 35 < ν < 80 MHz since it is ‘colder’ than
the diffuse Galactic background it occults, (ii) using the (negative) flux of the lunar disc, we
can reconstruct the spectrum of the diffuse Galactic emission with the lunar thermal emission
as a reference, and (iii) that reflected RFI (radio-frequency interference) is concentrated at
the centre of the lunar disc due to specular nature of reflection, and can be independently
measured. Our RFI measurements show that (i) Moon-based Cosmic Dawn experiments must
design for an Earth-isolation of better than 80 dB to achieve an RFI temperature <1 mK,
(ii) Moon-reflected RFI contributes to a dipole temperature less than 20 mK for Earth-based
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Cosmic Dawn experiments, (iii) man-made satellite-reflected RFI temperature exceeds 20 mK
if the aggregate scattering cross-section of visible satellites exceeds 175 m2 at 800 km height,
or 15 m2 at 400 km height. Currently, our diffuse background spectrum is limited by sidelobe
confusion on short baselines (10–15 per cent level). Further refinement of our technique may
yield constraints on the redshifted global 21 cm signal from Cosmic Dawn (40 > z > 12) and
the Epoch of Reionization (12 > z > 5).
Key words: methods: observational – techniques: interferometric – Moon – dark ages, reion-
ization, first stars.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The cosmic radio background at low frequencies (<200 MHz)
consists of Galactic and extragalactic synchrotron and free–free
emission (hundreds to thousands of kelvin brightness) and a faint
(millikelvin level) redshifted 21 cm signal from the dark ages
(1100 > z > 40), Cosmic Dawn (40 > z > 15), and the Epoch
of Reionization (15 > z > 5). The redshifted 21 cm signal from
Cosmic Dawn and the Epoch of Reionization is expected to place
unprecedented constraints on the nature of the first stars and black
holes (Furlanetto, Oh & Briggs 2006; Pritchard & Loeb 2010). To
this end, many low-frequency experiments are proposed, or are un-
derway: (i) interferometric experiments that attempt to measure the
spatial fluctuations of the redshifted 21 cm signal, and (ii) single-
dipole (or total power) experiments that attempt to measure the
sky-averaged (or global) brightness of the redshifted 21 cm signal.
An accurate single-dipole (all-sky) spectrometer can measure the
cosmic evolution of the global 21 cm signal, and place constraints
on the onset and strength of Ly α flux from the first stars and X-ray
flux from the first accreting compact objects (Mirocha, Harker &
Burns 2013). However, Galactic foregrounds in all-sky spectra are
expected to be 4–5 orders of magnitude brighter than the cosmic
signal. Despite concerted efforts (Chippendale 2009; Harker et al.
2012; Rogers & Bowman 2012; Patra et al. 2013; Voytek et al.
2014), accurate calibration to achieve this dynamic range remains
elusive. Single-dipole spectra are also contaminated by receiver
noise which has non-thermal components with complex frequency
structure that can confuse the faint cosmic signal. The current best
upper limits on the 21 cm signal from Cosmic Dawn comes from the
SCI-HI group, who reported systematics in data at about 1–2 orders
of magnitude above the expected cosmological signal (Voytek et al.
2014). In this paper, we take the first steps towards developing an
alternate technique of measuring an all-sky (or global) signal that
circumvents some of the above challenges.
Multi-element telescopes such as LOFAR (van Haarlem et al.
2013) provide a large number of constraints to accurately calibrate
individual elements using bright compact astrophysical sources that
have smooth synchrotron spectra. Moreover, interferometric data
contains correlations between electric fields measured by inde-
pendent receiver elements, and is devoid of receiver noise bias.
These two properties make interferometry a powerful and well-
established technique at radio frequencies (Thompson, Moran &
Swenson 2007). However, interferometers can only measure fluctu-
ations in the sky brightness (on different scales) and are insensitive
to a global signal. However, lunar occultation introduces spatial
structure on an otherwise featureless global signal. Interferometers
are sensitive to this structure, and can measure a global signal with
the lunar brightness as a reference (Shaver et al. 1999). At radio
frequencies, the Moon is expected to be a spectrally featureless
blackbody (Heiles & Drake 1963; Krotikov & Troitskii 1963) mak-
ing it an effective temperature reference. Thus, lunar occultation
allows us to use the desirable properties of interferometry to ac-
curately measure a global signal that is otherwise inaccessible to
traditional interferometric observations.
The first milestone for such an experiment would be a proof
of concept, wherein one detects the diffuse or global component
of the Galactic synchrotron emission by interferometrically ob-
serving its occultation by the Moon. McKinley et al. (2013) re-
cently lead the first effort in this direction at higher frequencies
(80 < ν < 300 MHz) corresponding to the Epoch of Reioniza-
tion. However, McKinley et al. (2013) concluded that the apparent
temperature of the Moon is contaminated by reflected man-made
interference (or earthshine) – a component they could not isolate
from the Moon’s intrinsic thermal emission, and hence, they could
not estimate the Galactic synchrotron background spectrum.
In this paper, we present the first radio observations of the Moon at
frequencies corresponding to the Cosmic Dawn (35 < ν < 80 MHz;
40 > z > 17). We show that (i) the Moon appears as a source with
negative flux density (∼−25 Jy at 60 MHz) at low frequencies as
predicted, (ii) that reflected earthshine is mostly specular in nature,
due to which, it manifests as a compact source at the centre of
the lunar disc, and (iii) that reflected earthshine can be isolated as
a point source, and removed from lunar images using the resolu-
tion afforded by LOFAR’s long baselines (>100λ). Consequently,
by observing the lunar occultation of the diffuse radio sky, we
demonstrate simultaneous measurement of the spectrum of (a) dif-
fuse Galactic emission and (b) the earthshine reflected by the Moon.
These results demonstrate a new and exciting observational channel
for measuring large-scale diffuse emission interferometrically.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
describe the theory behind extraction of the brightness temperature
of diffuse emission using lunar occultation. In Section 3, we present
the pilot observations, data reduction, and lunar imaging pipelines.
In Section 4, we demonstrate modelling of lunar images for simul-
taneous estimation of the spectrum of (i) reflected earthshine flux,
and (ii) the occulted Galactic emission (global signal). We then
use the earthshine estimates to compute limitations to Earth and
Moon-based single-dipole Cosmic Dawn experiments. Finally, in
Section 5, we present the salient conclusions of this paper, and draw
recommendations for future work.
2 L U NA R O C C U LTAT I O N A S S E E N
BY A RADI O INTERFERO METER
As pointed out by Shaver et al. (1999), the Moon may be used in two
ways to estimate the global 21 cm signal. First, since the Moon be-
haves as a ∼230-K thermal blackbody at radio frequencies (Heiles
& Drake 1963; Krotikov & Troitskii 1963), it can be used in place
of a man-made temperature reference for bandpass calibration of
single-dish telescopes. Secondly, the Moon can aid in an interfero-
metric measurement of the global signal, which in the absence of
the Moon would be resolved out by the interferometer baselines.
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Figure 1. Normalized response of an interferometer to lunar occultation
as a function of baseline length: the blue broken line shows the ‘occulted’
component (equation 7) and the solid red line shows the ‘non-occulted’
component (equation 6). The solid red line is also the interferometer response
in the absence of occultation.
In this section, we describe the theory and intuition behind this
quirk of radio interferometry. For simplicity, we will assume that
the occulted sky is uniformly bright (global signal only), and that
the primary beam is large compared to the Moon, so that we can
disregard its spatial response.
2.1 Interferometric response to a global signal
A radio interferometer measures the spatial coherence of the in-
cident electric field. We denote this spatial coherence, also called
visibility, at frequency ν, on a baseline separation vector u¯ (in wave-
length units) as V (u¯, ν). The spatial coherence function V (u¯, ν) is
related to the sky brightness temperature T (r¯ , ν) through a Fourier
transform given by (Thompson et al. 2007)
V (u¯, ν) = 1
4π
∫
dTsky(r¯ , ν) e−2πiu¯.r¯ , (1)
where r¯ is the unit vector denoting direction on the sky, and d is the
differential solid angle, and we have assumed an isotropic antenna
response. Note that we have expressed the visibility in terms of
brightness temperature rather than flux density, since brightness
temperature gives a more intuitive understanding of a diffuse signal
such as the global 21 cm signal as compared to the flux density which
lends itself to representation of emission from compact sources.
If the sky is uniformly bright as in the case of a global signal, then1
Tsky(r¯ , ν) = TB(ν), and by using a spherical harmonic expansion of
the integrand in equation (1), we can show that (full derivation in
Appendix A)
V (u¯, ν) = TB(ν) sin(2π|u¯|)2π|u¯| , (2)
where |u¯| is the length of vector u¯. Equation (2) implies that the re-
sponse of an interferometer with baseline vector u¯ (in wavelengths)
to a global signal (no spatial structure) falls off as ∼1/|u¯|. Hence
only a zero baseline, or very short baselines (< few λ) are sensitive
to a global signal. This is seen in Fig. 1 (solid red curve) where
1 In this context, we use TB(ν) to denote a generic spatially invariant func-
tion – not necessarily the particular case of the global 21 cm signal.
we plot the interferometric response to a global signal as given by
equation (2).
In zero-baseline (single-dipole) measurements, the signal is con-
taminated by receiver noise which is very difficult to measure or
model with accuracy (∼10 mK level). This is evident from recent
efforts by Chippendale (2009), Rogers & Bowman (2012), Harker
et al. (2012), Patra et al. (2013), and Voytek et al. (2014). On
shorter non-zero baselines, the receiver noise from the two anten-
nas comprising the baseline, being independent, has in principle,
no contribution to the visibility V (u¯). In practice however, short
baselines (< few wavelengths) are prone to contamination from
mutual coupling between the antenna elements, which is again very
difficult to model. Moreover, non-zero baselines are also sensitive
to poorly constrained large-scale Galactic foregrounds and may not
yield accurate measurements of a global signal.
2.2 Response to occultation
The presence of the Moon in the field of view modifies Tsky(ν). If
the lunar brightness temperature is TM(ν) and the global brightness
temperature in the field is TB(ν), then lunar occultation imposes a
disc-like structure of magnitude TM(ν) − TB(ν) on an otherwise
featureless background.
To mathematically represent the occultation, we introduce the
masking function which is unity on a disc the size of the Moon
(∼0.5 deg) centred on the Moon at r¯M, and zero everywhere:
M(r¯ , r¯M) =
{
1 r¯ .r¯M > cos(0.25 deg)
0 otherwise.
}
. (3)
The sky brightness may then be expressed as,
Tsky = TB (1 − M) + TM M
= (TM − TB)M︸ ︷︷ ︸
occulted
+ TB︸︷︷︸
non−occulted
, (4)
where the function arguments have been dropped for brevity. Equa-
tion (4) shows that Tsky consists of (i) a spatially fluctuating ‘oc-
culted’ component:2 (TM − TB)M, and (ii) a spatially invariant
‘non-occulted’ component: TB akin to the occultation-less case dis-
cussed in Section 2.1. By substituting equation (4) in equation (1),
we get an expression for the visibility:
V (u¯) = 1
4π
(TM − TB)
∫
dM(r¯ , r¯M) e−2πiu¯.r¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
occulted
+ 1
4π
TB
∫
d e−2πiu¯.r¯ .︸ ︷︷ ︸
non−occulted
(5)
The above equation is central to the understanding of the
occultation-based technique presented in this paper. The second
integral representing the ‘non-occulted’ brightness evaluates to a
sinc-function (see equation 2):
V2(u¯) = TB sin(2π|u¯|)2π|u¯| (non-occulted). (6)
This is the interferometric response we expect in the absence of any
occultation.
2 Though TB and TM are assumed here to have no spatial fluctuations,
(TM − TB)M has spatial fluctuations due to M.
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The first integral is the additional term generated by the occul-
tation. It is a measure of TB − TM: the differential brightness tem-
perature between the background being occulted and the occulting
object itself. This integral is simply the Fourier transform of a unit
disc, and if we (i) assume that the angular size of the occulting
object, a is small, and (ii) use a coordinate system which has its
z-axis along r¯M, then it reduces to the well-known Airy-pattern:
V1(u¯) ≈ (TM − TB) a4π
2J1(πa|u¯|)
πa|u¯| (occulted), (7)
where a is the beam-solid angle of the occulting object, and J1 is
the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1. This is the additional
interferometric response due to the presence of the occulting object.
In Fig. 1, we plot the interferometric response to the ‘occulted’
and ‘non-occulted’ components as a function of baseline length for
a = 0.5 deg. Clearly, longer baselines (|u¯| ∼ 1/a) of a few tens of
wavelengths are sensitive to the ‘occulted’ component TM − TB.
With prior knowledge of TM, the global background signal TB may
be recovered from these baselines. The longer baselines also have
two crucial advantages: (i) they contain negligible mutual coupling
contamination, and (ii) they probe scales on which Galactic fore-
ground contamination is greatly reduced as compared to very short
baselines (few wavelengths). These two reasons are the primary
motivations for the pilot project presented in this paper.
2.3 Lunar brightness: a closer look
Since an interferometer measures TM − TB, our recovery of TB
hinges on our knowledge of TM. We have thus far assumed that the
lunar brightness temperature, TM, is given by a perfect blackbody
spectrum without spatial structure. In practice, the apparent lunar
temperature consists of several non-thermal contributions. We now
briefly discuss these in decreasing order of significance.
(i) Reflected RFI: Man-made interference can reflect off the lu-
nar disc into the telescope contributing to the effective lunar tem-
perature. Radar studies have shown that the lunar surface appears
smooth and undulating at wavelengths larger than ∼5 m (Evans
1969). Consequently, at frequencies of interest to Cosmic Dawn
studies (35 < ν < 80 MHz) earthshine reflection is expected to be
specular in nature and may be isolated by longer baselines (>100 λ)
to the centre of the lunar disc. This ‘reflected earthshine’ was the
limiting factor in recent observations by McKinley et al. (2013).
In Section 4, we demonstrate how the longer baselines of LOFAR
(>100 λ) can be used to model and remove earthshine from images
of the Moon.
(ii) Reflected Galactic emission: The Moon also reflects Galactic
radio emission incident on it. As argued before, the reflection at tens
of MHz frequencies is mostly specular. Radar measurements of the
dielectric properties of the lunar regolith have shown that the Moon
behaves as a dielectric sphere with an albedo of ∼7 per cent (Evans
1969). If the sky were uniformly bright (no spatial structure) this
would imply an additional lunar brightness of 0.07 TB(ν) K, leading
to a simple correction to account for this effect. In reality, Galactic
synchrotron has large-scale structure (due to the Galactic disc) and
the amount of reflected emission depends on the orientation of the
Earth–Moon vector with respect to the Galactic plane and changes
with time. For the sensitivity levels we reach with current data
(see Section 4.1), it suffices to model reflected emission as a time-
independent temperature of 160 K at 60 MHz with a spectral index
of −2.24:
Trefl = 160
(
ν MHz
60
)−2.24
. (8)
Details of simulations that used the sky model from de Oliveira-
Costa et al. (2008) to arrive at the above equation are presented in
Appendix B.
(iii) Reflected solar emission: The radio-emitting region of the
quiet Sun is about 0.7 deg in diameter, has a disc-averaged bright-
ness temperature of around 106 K at our frequencies, and has a
power-law-like variation with frequency (Erickson et al. 1977). As-
suming specular reflection, the reflected solar emission from the
Moon is localized to a 7-arcsec wide region on the Moon, and
as such can be modelled and removed. In any case, assuming an
albedo of 7 per cent, this adds a contribution of about 1 K to the
disc-integrated temperature of the Moon. While this contribution
must be taken into account for 21 cm experiments, we currently
have not reached sensitivities where this is an issue. For this rea-
son, we discount reflected solar emission from the quiet Sun in this
paper. During disturbed conditions, transient radio emission from
the Sun may increase by ∼4 orders of magnitude and have complex
frequency structure. According to SWPC,3 such events were not
recorded during the night in which our observations were made.
(iv) Polarization: The reflection coefficients for the lunar surface
depend on the polarization of the incident radiation. For this rea-
son both the thermal radiation from the Moon, and the reflected
Galactic radiation is expected to be polarized. Moffat (1972) has
measured the polarization of lunar thermal emission to have spatial
dependence reaching a maximum value of about 18 per cent at the
limbs. While leakage of polarized intensity into Stokes I brightness
due to imperfect calibration of the telescopes is an issue for deep
21 cm observations, we currently do not detect any polarized emis-
sion from the lunar limb in our data. The most probable reason for
this is depolarization due to varying ionospheric rotation measure
during the synthesis, and contamination from imperfect subtraction
of a close (∼5 deg), polarized, and extremely bright source (Crab
pulsar).
In this paper, we model the lunar brightness temperature as a sum
of its intrinsic blackbody emission, and reflected emission:
TM = Tblack + Trefl = 230 + 160
(
ν MHz
60
)−2.24
K (9)
The top panel in Fig. 2 shows the expected diffuse background TB,
and the above two contributions to the lunar brightness temperature
TM as a function of frequency assuming that the Moon is located
at 05h13m00s, +20◦26′00′′.4 The bottom panel of Fig. 2 also shows
the flux density of the lunar disc Sm (Stokes I) given by
Sm = 2k(TM − TB)
λ210−26
Jy, (10)
where the temperatures are expressed in kelvin, k is the Boltzmann’s
constant, λ is the wavelength, and  is the solid angle subtended by
the Moon. Since TM − TB is negative in our frequency range, the
Moon is expected to appear as a negative source with flux density of
about −25 Jy at 60 MHz. In Section 4.3, we will use equations (10)
3 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Space Weather Pre-
diction Center (http://www.swpc.noaa.gov).
4 This corresponds to the transit point of the Moon during the observations
presented in this paper.
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Figure 2. Plot showing the expected temperature of occulted Galactic syn-
chrotron emission, reflected Galactic emission, and lunar thermal emission
as a function of frequency (top panel), and also the resulting flux density of
the Moon as measured by an interferometer (bottom panel).
and (9), along with a measurement of the Sm, to compute the spec-
trum of the diffuse background TB.
3 PRO O F O F C O N C E P T
We acquired 7 h of LOFAR (van Haarlem et al. 2013) commission-
ing data between 26-12-2012 19:30 UTC and 27-12-2012 02:30
UTC. 24 low-band antenna (LBA) core-stations (on a common
clock) and 11 remote stations participated in the observation.5
The core-stations are distributed within a ∼3 km core near the
town of Exloo in the Netherlands, and the remote stations are dis-
tributed up to ∼50 km away from the core within the Netherlands.
Visibility data were acquired in two simultaneous (phased array)
primary beams : (i) a calibration beam on 3C123 (04h37m04s,
+29◦40′13.′′8), and (ii) a beam in the direction of the Moon at
transit (05h13m, + 20◦26′).6 We acquired data on the same 244
sub-bands (each ∼195 kHz wide) in both beams. These sub-bands
together span a frequency range from ∼36 to ∼83.5 MHz. The raw
data were acquired at a time/frequency resolution of 1 s, 3 kHz
(64 channels per sub-band) to reduce data loss to radio-frequency
interference (RFI), giving a raw-data volume of about 15 TB.
3.1 RFI flagging and calibration
RFI ridden data points were flagged using the AOFlagger algo-
rithm (Offringa et al. 2013) in both primary (phased-array) beams.
The 3C123 calibrator beam data were then averaged to 5 s, 195 kHz
(1 channel per sub-band) resolution such that the clock-drift errors
5 Station here refers to a phased array of dipoles that forms the primary
antenna element in the interferometer.
6 All coordinates are specified for equinox J2000 at epoch J2000, but for
lunar coordinates that are specified for equinox J2000 at epoch J2012 De-
cember 26 23:00 UTC.
on the remote stations could still be solved for. We then bandpass
calibrated the data using a two component model for 3C123. The
bandpass solutions for the core-station now contain both instrumen-
tal gains and ionospheric phases in the direction of 3C123. Since
3C123 is about 12 deg from the Moon, the ionospheric phases may
not be directly translated to the lunar field. To separate instrumental
gain and short-term ionospheric phase, we filtered the time series of
the complex gains solutions in the Fourier domain (low-pass) and
then applied them to the lunar field. Since the baselines sensitive
to the occultation signal (<100λ) are well within typical diffractive
scales for ionospheric phase fluctuations (few km), to first order, we
do not expect significant ionospheric corruptions in the measure-
ment of the occultation response.
3.2 Subtracting bright sources
The brightest source in the lunar field is 3C144 which is about
5 deg from the pointing centre (see Fig. 4). 3C144 consists of a
pulsar (250 Jy at 60 MHz) and a nebula (2000 Jy at 60 MHz) which
is around 4 arcmin wide. After RFI flagging, the lunar field data
were averaged to 2 s, 13 kHz (15 channel per sub-band). This en-
sures that bright sources away from the field such as Cassiopeia
A are not decorrelated, such that we may solve in their respective
directions for the primary beam and ionospheric phase, and remove
their contribution from the data. We used the third Cambridge Cat-
alogue (Bennett 1962) with a spectral index scaling of α = −0.7, in
conjunction with a nominal LBA station beam model to determine
the apparent flux of bright sources in the lunar beam at 35, 60, and
85 MHz (see Fig. 3). Clearly, 3C144 (Crab nebula) and 3C461 (Cas-
siopeia A) are the dominant sources of flux in the lunar beam across
the observation bandwidth. Consequently, we used the BlackBoard
Self-cal (BBS7) software package to calibrate in the direction of Cas-
siopeia A, and the Crab nebula simultaneously, and also subtract
them from the data. We used a Gaussian nebula plus point-source
pulsar model for the Crab nebula, and a two component Gaussian
model for Cassiopeia A in the solution and subtraction process.
3.3 Faint source removal
Since the Moon is a moving target (in celestial coordinates), all the
background sources and their sidelobes will be spatially smeared
in lunar images. Standard imaging routines cannot clean (decon-
volve) the sidelobes of such spatially smeared sources. To mitigate
sidelobe confusion, it is thus important to model and subtract as
many background sources as possible prior to lunar imaging. After
removing the bright sources, Cassiopeia A and the Crab nebula,
we average the data to a resolution of 10 s, 40 kHz (5 channel per
sub-band) to ensure that the faint sources that populate the relatively
large beam (full width at half maximum of ∼20 deg at 35 MHz)
are not decorrelated from time and bandwidth smearing, such that
they may be reliably subtracted. We then imaged the sources and
extracted a source catalogue consisting of ∼200 sources in the field
(see Fig. 4). Since the time-variable LOFAR primary-beam atten-
uation towards these sources is not well known, we are unable to
directly peel the catalogued sources from the visibilities. We instead
spatially clustered these sources into 10–12 directions depending
on frequency, and used the SAGECAL software (Kazemi et al. 2011)
to solve for the time-varying primary beam in the direction of each
7 BBS is a self-calibration software package developed for LOFAR
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Figure 3. Plot showing the simulated apparent flux (primary-beam attenuated) of sources which dominate the flux budget in the lunar field for three different
frequencies: 35, 60, and 80 MHz. The modulations in time are due to the sources moving through the sidelobes of the primary (station) beam during the
synthesis.
Figure 4. Continuum image of the lunar field between 36 and 44 MHz (natural weights) with no primary-beam correction applied. The point spread function
is about 12 arcmin wide. Prominent 3C source names have been placed right above the respective sources. 3C144 (Crab nebula) has been subtracted in this
image. The grey circles approximately trace the first null of the primary beam at 35 (outer) and 80 MHz (inner). The shaded rectangular patch shows the
trajectory of the Moon during the 7 h synthesis. We have not fringe-stopped on the Moon (moving source) in producing this image, and hence the Moon is not
visible due to the ensuing decorrelation.
cluster with a solution cadence of 40 min. SAGECAL is a radio interfer-
ometric self-calibration algorithm that uses a clustered sky-model
to estimate (direction dependent) antenna-based gains towards each
cluster. Using these gain solutions, the catalogued sources were sub-
tracted from the visibilities. Note that the SAGECAL solutions were
not applied to the visibilities (post subtraction). The residual visi-
bilities are unaffected by inaccuracies in the absolute fluxes in our
sky model so long as the relative fluxes of the sources within a clus-
ter are accurate: inaccuracies in the absolute flux are absorbed into
the cluster-dependant gain solutions. We also note here that none
of the sources detected for the 200 source catalogue were occulted
by the Moon. In future experiments, if bright sources are occulted
MNRAS 450, 2291–2305 (2015)
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Figure 5. Synthesis images of the Moon at eight different frequencies: 0.5 deg wide grey circles are drawn centred on the expected position of the Moon.
Each image is made over a bandwidth of 3.9 MHz (20 sub-bands) for 7 h of synthesis. The lunar flux increases towards zero with increasing frequency as the
contrast between the Galactic background and lunar thermal emission is decreasing (as expected).
by the Moon during the synthesis, then care must be exercised to
(i) not subtract them during the occultation, and (ii) flag data at
the beginning and end of occultation that contains edge diffraction
effects.
Multidirection algorithms may subtract (or suppress) flux from
sources that are not included in the source model in their quest
to minimize the difference between data and model (Kazemi &
Yatawatta 2013; Grobler et al. 2014). Furthermore, the Moon is a
moving source (in the celestial coordinates frame in which astro-
physical sources are fixed). The Moon fringes on a 100λ east–west
baseline at a rate of about 360 deg h−1. Based on fringe rate alone,
such a baseline will confuse the Moon for a source that is a few
degrees from the phase centre that also fringes at the same rate.
This implies that calibration and source subtraction algorithms are
expected to be even more prone to subtracting lunar flux due to
confusion with other sources in the field. While a discussion on the
magnitude of these effects are beyond the scope of this paper, to
mitigate these effects, we excluded all baselines less than 100λ (that
are sensitive to the Moon) in the SAGECAL solution process to avoid
suppressing flux from the Moon, and also to avoid confusion from
the unmodelled diffuse Galactic emission.
3.4 Lunar imaging
After faint source removal, the data were averaged to a resolution
of 1 min, 195 kHz (1 channel per sub-band) to reduce data vol-
ume while avoiding temporal decorrelation of the Moon (moving
target). We then phase rotated (fringe stopping) to the Moon while
taking into account its position and parallax given LOFAR’s lo-
cation at every epoch. After this step, we used standard imaging
routines in CASA to make a dirty image of the Moon. Since we are
primarily interested in the spectrum of lunar flux in images, it is
critical to reduce frequency-dependent systematics in the images.
As shown later, sidelobe confusion on short baselines (<100λ) is
the current limitation in our data. This contamination is a result
of the frequency-dependent nature of our native UV-coverage – an
indispensable aspect of Fourier synthesis imaging. To mitigate this
effect on shorter baselines, we choose an inner UV-cut of 20λ for all
frequency channels. This value was chosen as it corresponds to the
shortest baselines (in wavelengths) available at the highest frequen-
cies in our observation bandwidth. Fig. 5 shows 3.9 MHz wide (20
sub-bands) continuum images of the Moon in different frequency
bands. As expected the Moon appears as a source with negative flux
density. As frequency increases, the brightness contrast between
the Moon and the background Galactic emission decreases, and the
(absolute) flux of the Moon decreases, just as expected.
4 IM AG E A NA LY S I S
In this section, we use the lunar images such as the ones shown in
Fig. 5 to extract the background temperature TB and the reflected
RFI (earthshine) flux.
4.1 Sensitivity analysis
The noise in lunar images such as the ones in Fig. 5 primarily
originate from (i) thermal noise, (ii) classical and sidelobe confusion
noise, and (iii) residuals of the bright in-field source 3C144 (about
2250 Jy at 60 MHz).8 To estimate thermal noise, we differenced
the bandpass-calibrated visibilities on a single baseline between
channels separated by 40 kHz. The aggregated flux from sources
across the sky are correlated on such a small frequency interval
(0.01 per cent), and drop off in the difference. After taking into
account the frequency and time resolution of the visibilities, the rms
of the differenced visibilities gives us an independent measurement
8 The dirty images of unsubtracted sources are spatially smeared in lunar
images since we have fringe stopped on the Moon.
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Figure 6. Plot showing noise estimated in the lunar images. The thermal
noise was estimated by differencing visibilities between frequency channels
separated by about 40 kHz. The measured image noise is shown for naturally
weighted images (20λ–500λ baselines) made over a bandwidth of about
195 kHz with a 7 h synthesis.
of the system equivalent flux density (SEFD). From the SEFD, we
compute the thermal noise in natural weighted images as
σth(ν) = SEFD(ν)√2 tsyn ν Nbas , (11)
where tsyn is the observation duration, ν is the bandwidth, and
Nbas is the number of baselines used in imaging. Fig. 6 shows the
expected thermal noise in lunar images (solid black line). The ther-
mal noise is sky limited for ν < 65 MHz, and receiver noise begins
to become a significant contributor at higher frequencies. Fig. 6
also shows the measured rms noise in Stokes I lunar images (solid
triangles), which is a factor of 6–12 times (frequency dependent)
higher than the thermal noise alone. The expected confusion noise is
about 15 mJy at 60 MHz and increases to about 50 mJy at 35 MHz,
and cannot account for the excess. Simulations of the effects of
3C sources outside the field of view yielded a sidelobe noise of
about 100 mJy at 60 MHz, which may account for no more than a
third of the excess. Part of the remaining excess may be due to the
residuals of 3C144 which is only about 5 deg from the Moon, scin-
tillating (ionospheric) and extremely bright (2200 Jy at 60 MHz,
and 3600 Jy at 35 MHz) and possibly polarized. We currently do
not have reliable models to remove its contribution with an error
less than 0.5 per cent. Additionally, recent work by Vedantham &
Koopmans (2014) shows that speckle noise (or scintillation noise)
of all the sources in the field can be significantly larger than ther-
mal noise at low frequencies (<100 MHz). While we are currently
unable to pinpoint the exact cause of this excess noise, we defer a
detailed sensitivity analysis of the lunar occultation technique to a
future paper where we will (i) observe the Moon in a field devoid
of extremely bright sources, and (ii) employ internight differencing
to cancel (to first order) confusion from sources and their sidelobes
(see Section 4.5).
4.2 Mitigating earthshine
The lunar images in certain frequency channels comprise of a neg-
ative disc (as expected), along with a bright point-source like emis-
sion at the centre of the disc (see for instance the panels correspond-
ing to 61.23 and 65.14 MHz in Fig. 5). Since this point-source like
emission is always present only at the centre of the lunar disc, it
is not intrinsic to the Moon. Additionally, it cannot emanate from
man-made satellites orbiting the Moon, since the apparent positions
of man-made satellites must change during the 7 h synthesis. The
only known source we may attribute this point-source like emission
to is earthshine – man-made RFI reflected off the lunar surface.
Since the lunar surface is expected to be smoothly undulating on
spatial scales comparable to the wavelength (4–9 m), reflection off
the lunar surface is expected to be mostly specular. Hence earth-
shine always images to the centre of the lunar disc. For specular
reflection, the angular size of earthshine in lunar images may be
approximately written as (derivation in Appendix C)
θes ≈ Re Rm(D − Re)2 , (12)
where Re and Rm are the radius of the Earth and Moon, respec-
tively, and D is the distance between the Earth and the Moon. The
approximation holds for D  Rm and D  Re. Assuming approx-
imate values: Re = 6400 km, Rm = 1740 km, D = 384 400 km, we
get θ es ≈ 16 arcsec.9 Additionally, lunar topography results in
‘angular broadening’ of reflected earthshine. For typical rms slopes
of 14 deg on the moon (Daniels 1963), we compute the broadening
to be about 3.86 arcmin (derivation in Appendix C). This is still
smaller than the 7 arcmin resolution of the largest baselines (500λ)
we use in lunar imaging: for the purposes of this paper, we will treat
it a point source.
We thus model the dirty lunar images with two components: (i)
a lunar disc of 0.5 deg diameter with negative flux Sm, and (ii) a
point source centred on the lunar disc with positive flux, Ses. If D
is a matrix with dirty image flux values, M is a mask as defined
in equation (3), and P is the telescope point spread function (PSF)
matrix then our model may be expressed as
D = (SmM+ Ses) ∗ P+N, (13)
or equivalently,
D = SmG+ SesP+N, (14)
where G = M ∗ P is the dirty image of the unit disc given the
telescope PSF, and ∗ denotes 2D convolution. The above equation
may be vectorized and cast as a linear model with Sm and Ses are
parameters:
vec(D) = Hθ + vec(N) (15)
where
H = [vec(G) vec(P)]
θ = [Sm Ses]T (16)
The maximum-likelihood estimate of the parameters is then
θ̂ = [Ŝm Ŝes]T = (HTH)−1HTvec(D), (17)
and the residuals of fitting are given by
vec(R) = vec(D) −Hθ̂ . (18)
In practice, we solve equation (17) with a positivity constraint on
Ŝes, and a negativity constraint on Ŝm. Finally, if σ 2N is the noise
variance, the parameter covariance matrix is given by
cov(θ ) = σ 2N(HTH)−1. (19)
Note that we have assumed that the noise covariance matrix is diag-
onal with identical entries along its diagonal. A more realistic noise
covariance matrix may be estimated from autocorrelation of the im-
ages themselves, but we found this to lead to marginal change in the
9 LOFAR’s international baselines can achieve sub-arcsecond resolutions.
In future, this may be used to make maps of reflected earthshine!
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Figure 7. Plot demonstrating the mitigation of reflected RFI (earthshine) in lunar images. Top-left panel shows a dirty image of the Moon at 68 MHz
contaminated by earthshine. Bottom-left panel shows the reconstructed dirty image of the Moon with earthshine removed. Bottom-right panel shows the
reconstructed dirty image of earthshine only, and top-right panel shows the residuals of model fitting.
background spectrum which is still dominated by larger systematic
errors (see Fig. 8).
Fig. 7 demonstrates our modelling procedure on a dirty image of
the Moon made with a sub-band strongly contaminated by reflected
earthshine. The top-left panel shows the dirty image of the Moon
D. The bright positive emission at the centre of the lunar disc
is due to reflected earthshine. The bottom-left and bottom-right
panels show the reconstruction of the dirty images of the lunar disc
alone (given by Ŝm(M ∗ P), and that of reflected earthshine alone
(given by ŜesP). The top-right panel shows an image of the residuals
of fit R. The residual images show non-thermal systematics with
spatial structure. This is expected as the noise N is dominated by
sidelobe confusion and residuals of 3C144. Nevertheless, to first
order, we have isolated the effect of reflected earthshine from lunar
images, and can now estimate the background temperature spectrum
independently.
4.3 Background temperature estimation
As shown in Section 2.2, the estimated flux of the lunar disc Ŝm is a
measure of the brightness temperature contrast between the Moon
and the background: TM − TB. Using equations (9) and (10), we get
the estimator for the background temperature spectrum as
T̂B(ν) = 230 + 160
(
ν MHz
60
)−2.24
− 10
−26c2Ŝm
2kν2
. (20)
Fig. 8 shows the estimates T̂B(ν) computed from equation (20) and
lunar disc flux estimates Ŝm(ν) from the fitting procedure described
in Section 4.2.
For the data in Fig. 8, we split our 7 h synthesis into seven one-
hour syntheses. Hence, for each frequency channel (195 kHz wide),
we obtain seven estimates of the occulted brightness temperature. In
Fig. 8 we plot the mean (black points) and standard deviation (error
bars) of seven temperature estimates at each frequency channel.
The actual uncertainties on the estimates (given by equation 19) are
significantly smaller than the standard deviation, and hence, we do
not show them on this plot. We have applied two minor corrections
to the data in Fig. 8: (i) since the Moon moves with respect to the
primary-beam tracking point during the synthesis, we apply a net
(7 h averaged) primary-beam correction for each frequency using
a simple analytical primary-beam model (array factor), and (ii) we
bootstrapped the overall flux scale to the 3C123 scale from Perley
& Butler (2015). These two corrections only lead to a marginal
flattening of the estimated background spectrum, but we include
them nevertheless for completeness.
Though the Moon moves by about 0.5 deg h−1, the large hour-
to-hour variation seen in our data (error bars in Fig. 8) is likely not
intrinsic to the sky, and mostly emanates from sidelobe-confusion
noise on short baselines where most of the lunar flux lies. Sidelobes
of unsubtracted (or mis-subtracted) sources are also the likely cause
of a 10–20 per cent spectral ‘ripple’ that rides above a smooth power-
law-like form in the measured background spectrum of Fig. 8. This
is suggested by large angular-scale sidelobe structure that ‘moves’
across the Moon in images at different frequencies.10 Due to a lack
of accurate models for bright in-field sources (3C144 for instance)
10 For instance, the observant reader may discern a NW–SE sidelobe struc-
ture in Fig. 5.
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Figure 8. Plot showing the inferred background temperature occulted by the Moon. At each channel, we estimate seven background temperature values using
seven one-hour synthesis images of the Moon. Plotted are the mean and standard deviation of the seven temperatures measured in each channel.
and the complex resolved Galactic structure (close to the Galac-
tic plane), we are unable to mitigate this confusion with current
data. Regardless, we will not concern ourselves with detailed mod-
elling of this source of systematic error, since as outlined in Sec-
tion 4.5, we expect to mitigate it in planned internight differencing
observations.
Fig. 8 also shows the expected Galactic spectrum from avail-
able sky models from de Oliveira-Costa et al. (2008, solid line)
which may be approximated by a power law with spectral index
α = −2.364 and a temperature of 3206 K at 60 MHz.11 The in-
ferred background spectrum from our data is best fitted by a power
law of index α = −2.9 with a temperature of 2340 K at 60 MHz.
If we assume the background spectrum of de Oliveira-Costa et al.
(2008) to be true, then our data imply a lunar brightness temperature
(thermal emission) of around 1000 K with a lunar albedo at 7 per
cent, or a lunar albedo of around 30 per cent with a lunar bright-
ness temperature to 230 K. The nominal values for the lunar albedo
(7 per cent) and thermal emission (230 K blackbody) have been
taken from measurements at higher frequencies (ν > 200 MHz).
The lowest frequency measurements of the lunar thermal emission
that we are aware of is the one at 178 MHz by Baldwin (1961),
where the authors did not find significant deviation from the nomi-
nal value of 230 K. The penetration depth into the lunar regolith for
radiation with wavelength λ is ∼100λ (Baldwin 1961). Though sig-
nificant uncertainties persist for penetration depth estimates, using
the above value, the penetration depth in our observation bandwidth
varies between 375 and 860 m. Lunar regolith characteristics have
not been constrained at these depths so far. Nevertheless, given the
high amount (10–20 per cent) of systematics in our estimate of
the background temperature spectrum (due to confusion from un-
modelled flux in the field), any suggestions of evolution of lunar
properties at lower frequencies (larger depths) at this point is highly
speculative. In any case, we expect future observations proposed
in Section 4.5 to resolve the current discrepancy we observe in the
data.
11 The de Oliveira-Costa et al. (2008) sky model is a composite of data from
various surveys, and as such, may suffer uncertainties due to scaling and
zero-point offset in these surveys.
4.4 Earthshine estimation
Given the Earth–Moon distance D, and the effective backscattering
cross-section of the Moon12 σm, we can convert the estimated values
Ŝes(ν), to the incident earthshine flux as seen by an observer on the
Moon, Sinc(ν):
Sinc(ν) = Ŝes(ν) 4πD
2
σm
. (21)
Following Evans (1969), and since the Moon is large compared to a
wavelength, its scattering cross-section is independent of frequency,
and equals its geometric cross-section times the albedo:
σm = 0.07πR2m. (22)
Using equation (22) in equation (21) gives
Sinc(ν) = 40.07 Ŝes(ν)
(
D
Rm
)2
. (23)
Using, D = 384 000 km and Rm = 1738 km, we get
Sinc(ν) ≈ 2.8 × 106 Ŝes(ν) Jy. (24)
Furthermore, Sinc (in Jy) can be converted to the effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) by a transmitter on the Earth within our
channel width of ν Hz according to
EIRP(ν) = 4πνD2Sinc(ν) 10−26 W. (25)
Fig. 9 shows the best estimates Ŝes(ν) (left-hand y-axis), and the
corresponding values of earthshine flux as seen from the Moon
Sinc(ν) (right-hand y-axis). The corresponding EIRP levels of trans-
mitters on the Earth in a 200 kHz bandwidth are also indicated.
As in Fig. 8, we have plotted the mean and standard deviation of
earthshine estimates obtained from seven one-hour syntheses.
Estimates of Sinc(ν) in Fig. 9 form critical inputs to proposed
Moon-based dark ages and Cosmic Dawn experiments, such as
DARE (Burns et al. 2012). Due to the high-risk nature of space
mission, we will conservatively assume that such experiments must
attain systematic errors in their antenna temperature spectrum of
12 Also called the radar cross section (RCS) in radar literature.
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Figure 9. Plot showing the reflected earthshine (left-hand y-axis) and earthshine as seen by an observer on the Moon (right-hand y-axis). At each frequency
channel (195 kHz wide), we measure seven values of earthshine each from a one-hour synthesis images (7 h in total). Plotted are the mean and standard
deviation of the seven earthshine values at each frequency channel. Also shown are five EIRP levels of the Earth in a 195 kHz bandwidth. The dotted lines
denote the flux level in a single dipole for different brightness temperatures of 10, 20, 30, and 50 mK.
Table 1. Minimum Earth-isolation required for Moon-
based dark ages and Cosmic Dawn experiments to achieve
an earthshine temperature lower than 1 mK.
Frequency (MHz) Mean Sinc(MJy) Isolation (dB)
35–45 3.6 73
45–55 2 78
55–65 2.7 68
65–75 4.3 69
about 1 mK or lower. Our estimates from Fig. 9 may then be con-
verted to a minimum Earth-isolation that such experiments must
design for. We present these estimates for median earthshine values
in different frequency bins in Table 1. The values in Fig. 9 may
also be renormalized to low-frequency radio astronomy missions to
other Solar system locations. For instance, the Earth–Sun Lagrange
point L2 is about 3.9 times further than the Moon, and hence the
corresponding values for Sinc are about 15 times lower, giving a
minimum Earth-isolation that is lower that the values in Table 1 by
about 12 dB.
Fig. 9 also shows the Moon-reflected earthshine flux in a single
dipole on the Earth corresponding to sky-averaged brightness tem-
peratures of 10, 20, 30, and 50 mK (dashed lines). Since reflected
earthshine (from the Moon) is within 20 mK of single-dipole bright-
ness temperature, we expect the presence of the Moon in the sky
to not be a limitation to current single-dipole experiments to detect
the expected 100-mK absorption feature (Pritchard & Loeb 2010)
from Cosmic Dawn with 5σ significance.
Earthshine may also be reflected from man-made satellites in
orbit around the Earth. Since single-dipole experiments essentially
view the entire sky, the aggregate power scattered from all visible
satellites may pose a limitation in such experiments. The strength
of reflected earthshine scales as σd−4 where d is the distance to the
scattering object, and σ is its scattering cross-section. Due to the d−4
scaling, we expect most of the scattered earthshine to come from
low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites which orbit the Earth at a height
of 400–800 km. To proceed with approximate calculations, we will
assume that transmitters are uniformly distributed on the Earth, and
that their transmission is beamed towards their local horizon. A
LEO satellite will then scatter radiation from transmitters situated
on a circular rim on the Earth along the tangent points as viewed
from the satellite. A simple plane-geometry calculation shows that
at a 400 km height, a LEO satellite receives from only 34 per cent
of the transmitters as compared to the moon. This ratio increases
to about 46 per cent at an 800 km height. Using the above ratios
and the σd4 scaling, we conclude that the scattering cross-section
of a satellite that scatters the same power into a single dipole as
the Moon (1–2 Jy) to be about 2.4 m2 at 400 km height and 27 m2
at 800 km height. We expect the majority of the scattered power
to come from large satellites and spent rocket stages as their sizes
are comparable to or larger than a wavelength. The myriad smaller
(<10 cm) space debris, though numerous, are in the Rayleigh scat-
tering limit and may be safely ignored.13 Moreover, the differential
delay in backscattering from different satellites is expected to be
sufficient to decorrelate RFI of even small bandwidths of 10 kHz.
Hence, we can add the scattering cross-sections of all the satellites to
calculate an effective cross-section. Assuming a 10-Jy backscatter
power limit for reliable detection of the cosmic signal with a single
dipole,14 we conclude that the effective cross-section of satellites
(at 800 km), should be lower than 175 m2. For a height of 400 km,
we arrive at a cross-section bound of just 15 m2.15 Since there are
thousands of catalogued satellites and spent rocket stages in Earth
orbit,16 reflection from man-made objects in Earth-orbit may pose
a limitation to Earth-based Cosmic Dawn experiments.
4.5 Next steps
Due to the pilot nature of this project, we chose to observe the Moon
when it was in a field that presented a high brightness contrast (close
to the Galactic plane) facilitating an easy detection, and when the
Moon reached its highest elevation in the sky as viewed by LOFAR.
The latter choice put the Moon close to the bright source 3C144, and
may have contributed to a large systematic error in the background
temperature spectrum measurements (see Fig. 8). In future observa-
tions we plan to mitigate this systematic using two complementary
13 This is because in the Rayleigh scattering limit, the cross-section of an
object of dimension x scales as x6.
14 This corresponding to 20 mK of antenna (single dipole) temperature at
65 MHz – required for a 5σ detection of the Cosmic Dawn absorption
feature.
15 These values may not be interpreted as backscattering cross-section, but
rather as an effective cross-section that is dependent on the transmitter–
satellite–telescope geometry.
16 See fig. II from UN office for Outer Space Affairs (1999).
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approaches: (i) choice of a better field (in the Galactic halo) for
easier bright source subtraction, and (ii) exploiting the 12 deg d−1
motion of the Moon to cancel weaker sources through internight
differencing (Shaver et al. 1999; McKinley et al. 2013). In practice,
residual confusion may persist due to differential ionospheric and
primary-beam modulation between the two nights. Our next steps
involve evaluating such residual effects.
We will now assume perfect cancellation of sidelobe noise and
compute the thermal uncertainty one may expect in such an experi-
ment. Since the SEFD is lower towards the Galactic halo, we use the
value of 28 kJy (van Haarlem et al. 2013) rather than the ones derived
in Section 4.1. Conservatively accounting for a sensitivity loss factor
of 1.36 due to the time variable station projection in a 7 h synthesis,
we expect an effective SEFD of about 38 kJy. Taking into account
the fact that the LOFAR baselines resolve the Moon to different
extents, we compute a thermal uncertainty in Moon-background
temperature contrast measurement (via internight differencing) in a
1 MHz bandwidth of 5.7 K. The poorer sensitivity of the occultation
based technique as compared to a single-dipole experiment with the
same exposure time ensues from LOFAR’s low snapshot filling fac-
tor for baselines that are sensitive to the occultation signal (<100λ).
In contrast, the Square Kilometre Array Phase-1 (SKA1) will have
a low-frequency aperture array (50–350 MHz) with a filling factor
of 90 per cent in its 450 m core.17 Lunar occultation observations
with SKA1-Low can thus yield a significant detection of the 21 cm
signal from Cosmic Dawn in a reasonable exposure time (several
hours).
In the near-term with LOFAR, a background spectrum with an
uncertainty of few kelvin, will place competitive constraints on
Galactic synchrotron emission spectrum at very low frequencies
(<80 MHz). Additionally, since the thermal emission from the
Moon at wavelength λ comes primarily from a depth of ∼100λ
(Baldwin 1961), such accuracies may also provide unprecedented
insight into lunar regolith characteristics (albedo and temperature
evolution) up to a depth of ∼1 km.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E WO R K
In this paper, we have presented a theoretical framework for esti-
mating the spectrum of the diffuse radio sky (or the global signal)
interferometrically using lunar occultation. Using LOFAR data, we
have also demonstrated this technique observationally for the first
time. Further refinement of this novel technique may open a new and
exciting observational channel for measuring the global redshifted
21 cm signal from the Cosmic Dawn and the Epoch of Reionization.
We find the following:
(i) We observationally confirm predictions that the Moon appears
as a source with negative flux density (−25 Jy at 60 MHz) in
interferometric images between 35 and 80 MHz (see Fig. 5) since
its apparent brightness is lower than that of the background sky that it
occults. Consequently, we find the apparent brightness temperature
of the Moon to be sufficiently (up to 10–20 per cent systematic
measurement error on its flux) described by (a) its intrinsic 230-K
blackbody emission as seen at higher frequencies (Heiles & Drake
1963; Krotikov & Troitskii 1963), (b) reflected Galactic emission
(Moon position dependent) which is about 160 K at 60 MHz with
a spectral index of −2.24, and (c) reflected earthshine comprising
of the reflected RFI from the Earth. Lack of reliable estimates of
17 Based in the SKA1 system baseline design document: https://www.
skatelescope.org/home/technicaldatainfo/key-documents/.
earthshine was the limiting factor in prior work done by McKinley
et al. (2013).
(ii) Lunar images in some frequency channels have a compact
positive flux source at the centre of the (negative flux) lunar disc.
We attribute this compact source to be due to reflected earthshine
(RFI), and observationally confirm predictions that the earthshine
reflection off the lunar regolith is mostly specular in nature. We
demonstrated how this earthshine can be independently measured
using resolution afforded by LOFAR’s long (>100λ) baselines.
Consequently, reflected earthshine is currently not a limiting factor
for our technique.
(iii) Our earthshine measurements between 35 and 80 MHz imply
an Earth flux as seen from the Moon of 2–4 × 106 Jy (frequency
dependent), although this value may be as high as 35 × 106 Jy in
some isolated frequency channels. These values require Dark Ages
and Cosmic Dawn experiments from a lunar platform to design
for a nominal earthshine isolation of better than 80 dB to achieve
their science goals (assuming a conservative upper bound for RFI
temperature in a single dipole of 1 mK).
(iv) For Earth-based Cosmic Dawn experiments, reflected RFI
from the Moon results in an antenna temperature (single dipole) of
less than 20 mK in the frequency range 35 to 80 MHz, reaching
up to 30 mK in isolated frequency channels. This does not pose
a limitation for a significant detection of the 100 mK absorption
feature expected at 65 MHz (z = 20). However, if the effective
cross-section of visible large man-made objects (satellite and rocket
stages) exceeds 175 m2 at 800 km height, or just 15 m2 at 400 km
height, then their aggregate reflected RFI will result in a single-
dipole temperature in excess of 20 mK – a potential limitation for
Earth-based single-dipole Cosmic Dawn experiments.
(v) We plan to mitigate the current systematic limitations in our
technique through (a) lunar observations in a suitable field away
from complex and bright Galactic plane, and (b) interday differenc-
ing of visibilities to cancel confusion from the field while retaining
the lunar flux (the Moon moves by about 12 deg d−1). We expect
to reach an uncertainty of ∼10 K in our reconstruction of the radio
background. If successful, such a measurement may not only con-
strain Galactic synchrotron models, but also place unprecedented
constraints on lunar regolith characteristics up to a depth of ∼1 km.
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APPEN D IX A : INTERFERO METRIC
RESPON SE TO A G LOBA L SIGNA L
This section provides the intermediate steps in the derivation of
equation (2) from equation (1). Equation (1) is
V (u¯, ν) = 1
4π
∫
d Tsky(r¯ , ν)e−2πiu¯.r¯ . (A1)
The exponential in the integrand can be cast in a spherical harmonic
expansion as18 (Harrington 2001)
e−2πiu¯.r¯ = 4π
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
ilJl(2π|u¯||r¯|)Ylm(θr , φr )Y lm(θu, φu) (A2)
where Jl is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order l,
Ylm are the spherical harmonics for mode (l, m), (|r¯|, θr , φr ) are the
spherical coordinates of the direction vector r¯ , and (|u¯|, θu, φu) are
the spherical coordinates of the baseline vector u¯.
18 Also called plane wave expansion, or Rayleigh’s expansion after Lord
Rayleigh.
Using, |r¯| = 1, substituting equation (A2) in equation (A1), and
interchanging the order of integration and summation, we get
V (u¯, ν) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
ilJl(2π|u¯|)Ylm(θu, φu)
×
∫
dTsky(r¯ , ν)Y lm(θr , φr ). (A3)
The above integral is simply the spherical harmonic expansion of
the sky brightness distribution: T lmsky(ν). This gives us
V (u¯, ν) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
ilJl(2π|u¯|)Ylm(θu, φu) T lmsky(ν). (A4)
Equation (A4) shows that the measured visibility on a given baseline
is simply a weighted sum of the spherical harmonic coefficients
of the sky brightness temperature distribution. The weights are a
product of the baseline length dependent factor Jl(2π|u¯|) and a
baseline orientation dependent factor Ylm(θu, φu).
If the sky is uniformly bright (global signal only), then
T lmsky(ν) =
{
TB(ν) l = m = 0
0 otherwise
}
. (A5)
Substituting this in equation (A4), we get
V (u¯) = TB J0(2π|u¯|) = TB sin(2π|u¯|)2π|u¯| , (A6)
which is equation (2).
APPENDI X B: R EFLECTED EMI SSI ON
We compute the intensity of Galactic and extragalactic emission
reflected from the Moon using ray tracing with an assumption of
specular reflection. Under this assumption, given the Earth–Moon
geometry, every pixel on the lunar surface corresponds to a unique
direction in the sky that is imaged on to the lunar pixel as seen by the
telescope. The algorithm used in computation of reflected emission
at each epoch is summarized below.
(i) Define a HEALPIX (Go´rski et al. 2005) grid (N = 32) on the
lunar surface. Given RA, Dec. of the Moon and UTC extract all the
pixels ‘visible’ from the telescope location. Compute the position
vector î, and surface normal vector n̂ for each pixel.
(ii) For each lunar pixel î, define the plane of incidence and
reflection using two vectors: (a) normal n̂, and (b) vector t̂ = (n̂ ×
r̂p) × n̂ tangential to the surface.
(iii) For each lunar pixel î, the corresponding direction vector
which images on to that pixel is then given by r̂ = (̂i.̂t )̂t + (−î.n̂)n̂.
(iv) Re-grid the sky model from de Oliveira-Costa et al. (2008)
on the grid points specified by vectors r̂ . We use gridding by con-
volution with a Gaussian kernel since a moderate loss of resolution
is not detrimental to our computations. The value of each pixel in
the re-gridded map t îI (ν) gives the temperature of incident radiation
from direction r̂ on the corresponding pixel î on the Moon at fre-
quency ν. The subscript I denotes that this is the incident intensity.
(v) The temperature of reflected emission from each pixel î is
then given by
t îR = 0.07︸︷︷︸
albedo
n̂.̂i︸︷︷︸
projection
t îI , (B1)
where subscript R denotes that this is the reflected intensity.
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Figure B1. Images showing the apparent brightness temperature of the
lunar surface at ν = 60 MHz due to reflected Galactic and extragalac-
tic emission assuming specular reflection with a polarization independent
albedo of 7 per cent. The three panels correspond to three epochs at the be-
ginning, middle, and end of the synthesis, the data for which are presented
in this paper.
(vi) Cast the Moon pixel coordinates in an appropriate map-
projection grid. We use the orthographic projection (projection of a
sphere on a tangent plane).
Fig. B1 shows images of the computed apparent temperature
of the lunar surface at ν = 60 MHz due to reflection of Galactic
and extragalactic emission. We only show images for three epochs:
beginning, middle, and end of our synthesis for which we presented
data in this paper. The disc-averaged temperature in the images is
≈160 K (at 60 MHz). Most of the apparent temporal variability
(rotation) in the images is primarily due to the change in parallactic
angle. The time variability of the disc-averaged temperature is ∼1 K,
and is discounted in subsequent analysis.
A P P E N D I X C : A N G U L A R S I Z E
O F R E F L E C T E D E A RTH S H I N E
As shown in Fig. C1, we compute the angular size of reflected
earthshine θ es by tracing the critical ray that emanates from the
tangent point on the Earth (B), undergoes specular reflection on
the lunar surface at A, and enters the telescope at T. The angle of
incidence and reflection are then given by
i = r = φ + θes
2
. (C1)
Using sin (x) ≈ x for x 
 1 and applying the sine rule in triangle
AMT, we get
φ
D − Rm − Re ≈
θes/2
Rm
, (C2)
Figure C1. Not-to-scale schematic of the Earth–Moon geometry used in
the calculation of the angular size of reflected earthshine.
where we have approximated the length of segment AT by
D − Rm − Re. Similarly, sine rule in triangle ABE gives
i + r
Re
= 2i
Re
= sin(
π
2 )
D − Rm . (C3)
Eliminating i and φ between equations (C1), (C2), and (C3) we get
θes = RmRe(D − Rm)(D − Re) , (C4)
which under the assumptions D  Rm and D  Re yields
θes ≈ RmRe
D2
, (C5)
which is equation (12). For typical values for the Earth–Moon ge-
ometry, we get θ es ≈ 16 arcsec.
We have so far assumed that the reflection is perfectly specu-
lar. We will now relax this assumption, and compute the ‘angular
broadening’ of the reflected image of a transmitter at T. We will use
the notation in Fig. C1. Let θ/2 be the angle ATM, and φ as before
be the angle AMT. Let the distance AT be x. If the lunar terrain in
the vicinity of point A, presents a slope of φ, then a ray travelling
along TA will be reflected back to T. To understand the angular
broadening of the backscatter, we need to compute the relationship
between θ and φ. Cosine rule in triangle AMT gives
x2 = (D − Re)2 + R2m − 2(D − Re)(Rm). (C6)
Combining this with the sine rule in triangle AMT, we get
sin(θ/2) = Rm sin φ√(D − Re)2 + R2m − 2(D − Re)Rm cos φ . (C7)
Using the small angle approximation, and D − Re  Rm, we get
θ ≈ 2 Rm
D − Re φ. (C8)
For the Earth–Moon geometry, we get θ ≈ 9.2 × 10−3φ. Radar
backscatter data has shown that the rms slope on the lunar surface
is about 14 deg (Daniels 1963). This implies an rms width of the
broadened image to be θ ≈ 3.86 arcmin.
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